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DOINGSECURITY reserves the right to change the present manual in any part without written
notice.

While every effort has been taken by DOINGSECURITY to ensure the accuracy of the information
contained within this document, DOINGSECURITY assumes no responsibility for any errors or
omissions. No liability is assumed for damages resulting from the use of information contained
within this document.

Technical assistance Tel.: +39 329 2288344 / +39 051 6211553

Tel.: +39 335 238046  : info@doingsecurity.it
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1 Foreword

ISM is an advanced software technology to manage Security Systems. The software - based on
Linux O.S. and web server - allows to manage a Security System with an unique graphic interface
integrating Access Control, Alarm System, IP Onvif CCTV, VoIP video-doorphones, ...

The software also features expansions and plug-ins: an algorithm to grant the car park access
through automatic number plate recognition, an Onvif-compliant NVR, a Web interface for the
Time&Attendance and for the visitor management, software integration - using SDKs - with third
parties Alarm Systems.

Among the Access Control ID technologies available, the following are fully implemented in the
ISM system: RFID EM 125 Khz, Mifare 13.56 MHz, UHF 850-950 MHz, NFC, 3G & 4G devices, ANPR.

As far as concern the payment platform, the ISM PARK application adopts a payment gateway
technique allowing electronic payments through Bank Cards, PayPal, Mobile APPs like Apple Pay.
In case users have no smartphones, they can still use standard optional pay-on-foot terminals but
also existing POS close to the Car Park: in fact the ISM platform uses secure payment transaction
through the Internet so that every Shop, Restaurant, Coffee shop, etc., could be involved in the
payment transaction using their POS terminals (provided that an agreement has been signed with
the Car Park owner).

ISM is an IP-based, client-server system, without any software installation on the Clients (a web
browser is enough). ISM represents the system architecture made by DoingSecurity and used for
security systems integration and web-based applications.

Purpose of the present document is to describe the ISM user interface specifically dedicated to a
Car Park application using ANPR techniques for the vehicles identification: specific descriptions of
the Linux O.S. are not included in the present document. For a comprehensive knowledge of the
Linux O.S. we suggest to refer to the documents available on-line on the web site
http://help.ubuntu-it.org/

1.1 Organization of the present document

The present User Manual is divided in different sections.

The Chapter "Installing the ISM system" describes the software installation and the Graphic Maps
definition (if required by the application) to activate the system. When the system is delivered
together with a ISM Server, then the software is already installed and ready-to-use. This section
also contains information on the proper IP camera installation in ANPR applications.

The Chapter "ISM Functions" shows the system configuration and the daily activities done on the
ISM system, for example adding a new user in the data-base, updating the tariffs, defining user
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groups, schedules, etc.; this is the section where all the software functions are explained together
with menus, commands, dialog windows, ...

The Chapter “Terminals use” describes the interaction between the entry/exit terminals and the
users. It is the chapter where the operating flows are described.

The Chapter "Monitor On-line" describes the functions that the surveillance personnel can do in
real-time. The Chapter "Administration Tools" offers a short overview of the tools available for the
system administrator.

The last Chapter "Add-on" gives information on further functions achievable in the ISM system -
for example the parking guidance features when ISM is integrated with Smart City SMacs® cloud
platform.

TIP.

The present document describes only the main features of the used hardware. It is then strongly
suggested to refer to Technical Manuals of each single product used in the ISM PARK application.

1.2 Terminology
 Ethernet - is a family of frame-based computer networking technologies for local area

networks (LANs)
 LAN - a local area network is a computer network covering a small physical area, like a home,

office, or small groups of buildings, such as a school or an airport
 10Base-T - 10 Mbit/s, it uses 8 position modular connectors, usually called RJ45 in the

context of Ethernet over twisted pair. The cables usually used are four-pair twisted pair cable
(through 10 BaseT and 100 BaseTx only actually require two of the pairs). Each of the
standards support both full-duplex and half-duplex communication. According to the
standards, they all operate over distances of up to 100 meters

 100Base-TX - so called Fast Ethernet, two pairs of UTP or STP cable, CAT5
 Twisted pair - is a type of wiring in which two conductors (the forward and return

conductors of a single circuit) are twisted together for the purposes of canceling out
electromagnetic interferences (EMI) from external sources; for instance, electromagnetic
radiation from unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cables, and crosstalk between neighboring pairs

 UTP, Unshielded Twisted Pair
 STP, Shielded Twisted Pair - the cabling includes metal shielding over each individual pair of

copper wires. This type of shielding protects cable from external EMI (electromagnetic
interferences)

 WEB - World Wide Web (WWW), a world-wide application of HTTP internet protocol
 HTTP - Hypertext Transfer Protocol, is an internet protocol used originally for exchanging

hypertext documents in HTML format
 USB - Universal Serial Bus, modern way of connecting external devices to the computer
 Video codec - compression H.263 is derived from MPEG-4, H.264 is a codec for MPEG-4

AVC format. MPEG-4 is a type of video compression - decreasing of data stream video
sequence

 JPEG is a standard method of loss compression used for saving digital images
 Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology enabling transmission of digitalized

voice inside the packages of protocols family UDP/TCP/IP via computer network. It is used
for making phone calls via Internet, Intranet or any other kind of data connection
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 TCP/IP contains a set of protocols for communication in the computer network and it is the
main protocol of Internet

 IP address is a number which clearly identifies a network interface in the computer network,
which uses IP protocol

 DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) is an application protocol from the family
TCP/IP. It is used for automatic assigning of IP addresses to individual personal computers in
the PC networks, thus simplifying their administration

 Internet is a word-wide system of mutually connected computer networks
 Intranet is a computer network similar to Internet but it is a private one. That means it is

just used for small user groups (e.g. Employees of a company)
 PoE (Power over Ethernet) is a powering via data network cable, with no need of bringing the

power supply via a separate cable
 NTP (Network Time Protocol) is a protocol for synchronization of internal computer clock
 MQTT (Messaging Queing Telegram Transfer) is a machine-to-machine connectivity protocol.

1.3 ISM PARK system architecture

The client-server ISM PARK system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Fig. 1.1. ISM PARK system architecture
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The main components of the ISM PARK system are:

 At least a PC Client in the LAN
 The ISM Server
 The access CPU that manages the entrance and exit local peripherals
 The lane devices (entry keypad, display, RFID reader, road barrier, presence detectors)
 The IP Onvif camera to automatically capture number plates from the video-stream
 VoIP SIP standard video-doorphone to give voice assistance to the drivers

1.3.1 ISM Server

It is a fan-less Linux PC, industrial-grade, with extended working temperature range in order to
have it operative 24 hours per day, 7 days per week; low voltage power supply unit allows a
simple backup against power failures, while the SSD storage gives the max reliability to the data-
base.

These are the main technical data of the suggested ISM Server (PAB714 or PAB715) - data are
subjected to vary without notice.

Fig. 1.2. ISM Server PAB714

 Technical Data / Features

CPU Celeron N2930 1.86 GHz Quad Core

Chipset Intel Bay Trail-M

System memory 1x DDR3 Dimm 1333 MHz (up to 8 GB)

VGA Intel Gen7 - DX 11, OGL 3.2

Audio Realtek ALC888S HD audio

Power supply 9 - 36 Vdc; 17 W max

Interfaces

2x Giga Ethernet (RJ45 port)

2x USB 3.0, 6x USB 2.0

1x RS232, 1x RS232/422/485

1x VGA out, 1x HDMI

1x Audio Line Out

Storage 1x SSD 30 GB (or higher)

Expansions and options 1x slot Mini PCI-E half size (WiFi 802.11 b/g/n), 1x mSATA full size

Mechanic
Metal housing, IP20, working temp. 0° ~ 50 °C, fanless

Dimensions: 202 (L) x 140 (H) x 30 (D) mm, weight 1.0 kg
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Fig. 1.3. ISM Server PAB715

 Technical Data / Features

CPU Intel Core i5 4400E 2.7 GHz

Chipset QM87

System memory 1x DDR3 Sodimm 1600 MHz (up to 8 GB)

Graphics Intel HD Graphics 4600

Audio Realtek ALC888S HD audio

Power supply 9 - 30 Vdc; 15 W

Interfaces

2x Giga Ethernet (RJ45 port)

2x USB 3.0, 2x USB 2.0

2x RS232, 1x RS232/422/485

1x VGA out, 1x HDMI, 1x DVI-D

1x Audio Line Out

Storage 1x SSD 30 GB (or higher)

Expansions and options 1x slot Mini PCI-E full size (WiFi 802.11 b/g/n), 1x socket CFast

Mechanic
Aluminum anodized housing, IP20, working temp. 0° ~ 55 °C, fanless

Dimensions: 212,2 (L) x 156 (H) x 64,3 (D) mm, weight 2.2 kg

1.3.2 Access controller SBC-210

It is a CPU able to manage all the entry / exit lane functions of the car park. Thanks to the
synchronization techniques adopted in the ISM system, the CPU is able to operate autonomously
from the Server, in case the network is temporarily unavailable: messages from and to the Server
are locally stored and exchanged at the first network availability.
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Fig. 1.4. CPU SBC-210

 Technical Data / Features

CPU Intel Celeron J1900 Quad Core

System memory 1x DDR3 Dimm 1066 / 1333 MHz (up to 8 GB)

Graphics Intel Gen7 - DX 11, OGL 3.2

Audio Realtek ALC888S HD audio

Power supply 9 - 36 Vdc; 15 W max

Interfaces

2x Giga Ethernet (RJ45 ports)

2x USB 3.0, 6x USB 2.0

4x RS232

1x VGA, 1x HDMI

1x Audio Line Out

4x GPI, 4x GPO

Storage 1x SSD 30 GB (or higher)

Expansions and options 1x slot Mini PCI-E half size, 1x mSATA full size

Mechanic
PCB w/o housing, IP20, working temp. 0° ~ 60°C, fanless

Dimensions: 148 (L) x 102 (H) mm, weight 0.7 kg

1.3.3 IP Onvif ANPR camera

Even if standard high-quality IP Onvif cameras can be successfully used in a ISM PARK system (for
example the Provideo Full HD water proof WC310PMP-WDR-IC-IRIS-LEDL), a specific ANPR
camera is strongly recommended. The Provideo TSH675 offers all the features required for a
system using ANPR techniques and represents an efficient solution in order to send the video-
stream to the lane CPU.
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Fig. 1.5. IP Onfiv TSH675 Provideo camera

 Technical Data / Features

Sensor CMOS 5 Megapixel 1/2.5" progressive

Min. Illumination 0.1 Lux (color & B/W)

Functions
AWB, digital WDR, DNR (3D noise filter), AE and High-Light compensation (anti-
blooming), Anti-Defocus

Lenses Varifocal 5 ~ 55 mm, CS-mount, mechanic ICR

Shutter Automatic Day&Night

Video Compression Triple stream: H264 / MPEG4 / MJPEG

Video Resolution 3MP 2032x1520 @ 20 fps, Full HD 1920x1080, SXGA 1280x1024

Interfaces Ethernet 10/100M BaseT, I/O digital, SD & USB

Protocols
IPv4/IPv6, DHCP, PPPoE, Dynamic DNS, TCP/IP, SMTP, UPnP, HTTP, HTTPs,
RTSP, DNS client, FTP client, NTP

Setting Web Browser (IE / Firefox / Chrome / Safari)

Usage Outdoor using the provided housing, working temp. -10 °C ~ +50 °C

Power 90 ~ 240 Vac, IR illuminator consumption 400 mA; camera power input 12Vdc

1.3.4 Entry/Exit Terminal

It is a single housing where the lane CPU is included. It also has a display, an user keypad (0 ~ 9,
“R” and “C” keys) and a VoIP Sip standard high-efficient doorphone: this is adopted to give help to
the drivers in case of wrong or missed number plate reading. Through the ISM Server, the
surveillance personnel is able to open the barrier, if necessary.
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Fig. 1.5. Entry / Exit terminal

 Technical Data / Features

CPU ARM11, 700 MHz, co-processor Dual Core GPU

Memory 512 MBytes

Interfaces 1x 10/100 Ethernet RJ45, 2x USB, 1x SD card

Keypad 12 keys (0 ~ 9, “R” for reset, “C” for confirm) and 1 “call for help” push-button

Display
7” color LCD, resolution 1024x600 pixels, brightness 250 cd/m (typ.), contrast
500:1, viewing angles -70° ~ +70° (H), -50° ~ +70° (V)

Input / Output 2x NO / NC relays 8A @ 250Vca, 3x open collector (200 mA; 1A peak for t < 1 ms)

Power supply 10 ~ 15 Vdc; consumption: max 900 mA @ 12Vdc; typ. 400 mA

Audio G711 / G722 codecs

Standard SIP protocol compliance

Housing Vandal-proof front panel, 10 mm thick, outdoor use

Dimensions and weight Front panel: 250 (L) x 278 (H) mm; 2500 g

Working temperature From -10°C to +50°C, R.H. up to 90% without condensation

1.3.5 LED traffic light

In both entry and exit lanes, a red/green traffic light is optionally used. It has two LED lights, 100
mm diameter lenses.
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Fig. 1.6. RS series LED traffic light

 Technical Data / Features

Construction type Modular, with single-light units, quick coupling housing and front screws

Housing Made by polycarbonate suitable for outdoor use, with pole-mounting holders, IP55

Optic group
LED, Fresnel lenses, 2 power supply values 230Vac & 12Vdc, consumption each
light = 3W

Brightness > 200 CD / m

Chromatic coordinates Red 625 ± 5 nm / Green 505 ± 5 nm

Dimensions and weight Per each module: 150 (L) x 150 (H) x 175 (D) mm; 1500 g

Working temperature Conform to EN12368, class A, B, C -40°C ~ +60°C

1.3.6 Entry / Exit lane terminal housing

Virtually any kind of housing can be adopted to hold the Entry /Exit lane terminal - provided that
the dimensions are compatible to the ones given in previous paragraph 1.3.4.

A lockable and robust housing, made by zinc-coated steel and painted in the color required by the
project, approx. 1600 mm height, is normally the best solution.
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1.3.7 DTEK loop detector

Fig. 1.7. DTEK loop detector

 Technical Data / Features

Dip-Switches
4 positions that control frequency, ASB (automatic sensitivity boost) and PULSE
/ PRESENCE setting for the relay output

Sensitivity Rotary Switch (10 selections) used to fine adjustment of loop detection height

Output Red LED The Red LED indicates the detection output status

7 segments Display Iindicator of optimum loop sensitivity settings, while the vehicle is on the loop

Power Green LED

During operation, the LED is permanently ON and indicates power supply normal
condition; blinking, the LED indicates a loop failure condition: 1 fast flash -
shorted loop; 2 fast flashes - open loop; 3 fast flashes - abrupt change (more
than 20%) of loop values; 2 slow flashes - previous loop fault

Frequency Count

Press the Frequency Count switch and count the number of flashes on the red
LED. Each flash represents 10 kHz. Following a frequency count cycle, the
detector re-initializes. To prevent crosstalk when multiple detectors are used for
adjacent loops, a frequency count on each detector is recommended.

Power supply From 12 to 24 Vdc or 24 Vac

Operating current 18 mA

Loop inductance From 20 to 2000 μH

Output relay COM / NO / NC contacts

Protections

Loop circuitry protected by surge suppressors - operation even in case of
damaged loops

Optionally a preformed loop can be provided, including lighting protection

Functions

Upon power up, the detector initializes by automatically tuning to the loop. The
same happens by pushing the Reset button. Automatic compensation to
environmental changes

ABS (automatic sensitivity boost) - automatic sensitivity increase to prevent
dropout when detecting high-bed vehicles (i.e. Trucks); decimal point on the
display indicates ASB on.

Operating temperature and R.H. -40 °C / +82 °C, 0 - 95% R.H. without condensation

Dimensions and weight 22 (L) x 76 (H) x 70 (D) mm; 68 g

Connector 7 position male, 5 mm ctrs.
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1.3.8 POS terminal

Fig. 1.7. POS terminal

 Technical Data / Features

Main Unit AP1622ET-013EU:

CPU Intel 1037 U Dual Core 1.8 GHz, Windows 10 Pro O.S.

System memory DDR3 4GB 1333 MHz

Graphics Intel HD graphics core

Display 15.6” LCD touch-screen, resolution 1366 x 768 pixel, brightness 250 cd / m2

Audio HD audio

Power supply 110 / 230 Vac, 17W

Interfaces

1x 10/100/1000 LAN (RJ45 port)

1x Wireless LAN 802.11 b/g/n

4x USB 2.0 & 2x USB 3.0

1x Card Reader 3 in 1 (SD4.0, MMC, MS)

1x VGA-in / VGA-out; 1x HDMI-in / HDMI-out

1x Audio (Mic-in / Headphone-out)

2x COM ports

Storage 320 GB 2.5” SATA II; Optical Drive 2.5”

Working conditions From +10°C to +35°C, R.H. Up to 85% without condensation

Mechanic
Self-standing unit, adjustable screen orientation

Dimensions: 400 x 314 x 69.2 mm, weight 5.6 kg

Receipt Printer SRP-350II:

Thermal printer
USB 2.0 thermal printer, 80 mm wide paper, printing resolution 180 dpi, printing
speed 200 mm/s, 3 types of font (12x24, 9x17, 9x24 char. size), 100 - 230 Vac,
dimensions 145 x 203 x 146 mm, weight 1.65 kg

Courtesy display BCD-1100:

Display
2 lines x 20 characters blue LCD, 5x7 dot matrix, USB interface Sub A type

Dimensions 231 (W) x 105 (D) x pole height 179 ~ 533 mm
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2 Installing the ISM System

2.1 ISM software installation

ISM software is normally supplied in the ISM Server already configured to be used inside the Car
Park application.

In case the Server hardware is not supplied, the software installation and configuration is done
from the provided CD: the installing procedure described in the INSTALL.PDF file contained in the
CD must be strictly followed.

2.2 IP camera settings in ANPR applications

2.2.1 Resolution

While setting the camera for an ANPR application, the video resolution must be carefully
considered: a proper resolution must be set in order to read each character and distinguish spaces
between characters.

The camera live view must be set according to the sensor resolution adopted. In practice, to
obtain a good number plate recognition it is necessary to grant an horizontal resolution of 2.5/3
mm/pixel (being the vertical resolution less critical).

If the camera is set on Full HD resolution (1920 x 1080 pixel) the viewed area must be not larger
than 5 m in the horizontal (2.7 x 1920 = 5184 mm); if the camera is set on 752 x 582 resolution,
the viewed area must be not larger than 2 m (2.7 x 752 = 2030).

The above rule is not a limit that must be strictly respected but expanding the viewed area will
lead in a NPR performance decrease with more reading errors. On the contrary, a smaller viewed
area and an higher resolution don’t guarantee specific advantages in the number plate reading
process.

2.2.2 Vehicle speed

Higher the vehicle speed, more critical is the drag effect on the images if the camera uses too long
integration times. This could lead in not properly readable characters.
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In parking application, this is not a critical setting: keep in mind that for vehicle whose speed is
100 Km/h, the integration time of the sensor should be not higher than 1.5 / 2 ms. Therefore in
stop&go ANPR system, a lower vehicle speed allows the capture of good quality images with
longer exposition times.

The adoption of an IR illuminator helps the capture of better images, in case of poor illumination
conditions.

2.2.3 Video codec

The correct selection of the video codec contributes to the images quality.

A low video compression offers an higher image quality but corresponds to an higher bandwidth
need and a greater CPU load.

For the specific use described in this document, it is preferable a reduction of the frame rate
instead of a video compression increase.

If, for example, a vehicle is approaching to the barrier at a speed of 30 Km/h, the video stream
can be correctly analyzed at a rate of 6 fps. In a Car Park applications, the frame rate could be
even lower. Typically a frame rate of 5 fps is suggested for a Car Park application.

In addition, the type of video compression selected for the camera contributes to the images
quality. The MJPEG, MPEG and H264 codes have, respectively, an increasing computing load and a
decreasing image quality, while the bandwidth requirements are lower. Also, an extended GOP
(Group of Pictures structure) usage leads to an higher complexity.

If the system has a wired LAN, isolated from other data-flow types, it is preferable to use video
codec with less complexity or decrease the GOP up to a single-frame use.

2.2.4 Viewing angles

According to the camera installation layout, the OCR algorithm is quite tolerant to the viewing
angles. The camera can be then installed on a separate pole, on a gantry or on the barrier housing.

Generally speaking the max angles for a correct ANPR application are shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1. Max viewing angles

TIP.

If the rear number plate of the vehicles is considered for the ANPR application, pay attention to lorries
that typically have the number plate positioned so that to be partially masked by the rear bumper -
then the viewing angle could be more critical in these cases.

2.2.5 OCR libraries and country codes

The main OCR library guarantees the number plate reading of all countries whose plates include
numbers (0 ~ 9) and letters (A ~ Z). Arabic characters are recognized but using a different OCR
library (mixed solutions are not possible).
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When requested, a specific number plate recognition algorithm for a single country can be
delivered instead of the generic OCR library.

2.3 Entry / exit lane diagram

For the correct dimensions of the entry / exit lanes, please, refer to the diagram that is defined for
each site. Basically loops, the barrier and the lane terminal are positioned each other in a standard
way, but the position of the IP camera and of the traffic light could differ according to the reading
of the front / rear number plate. For example, the IP camera can be installed before, on top or
after the lane terminal.

2.4 First ISM use

Open the web browser of the Client and on the address bar type the following address:

http://<IP address>:<port>

where <IP address> is the IP address in the LAN given to the ISM Server (address 192.168.1.200,
port 3080, are the default values).

The login page is then available:

Fig. 2.2. ISM login page

The administrator has the following default access credentials:

User name: admin

Password: admin

Click on Login to achieve the access to the ISM Server.

After the login, the system administrator has the possibility to create new users; typically two
further user types are required by the ISM system: the surveillance personnel and the system
accounters, i.e. users operating most probably on a different PC Client and responsible for the
financial reporting.
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3 ISM functions

3.1 ISM Home Page

After the login, the ISM Home Page will appear as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1. ISM Home Page

Under the Login menu the functions Logout and About are present: the latter function shows
the system info including the software version.

Through the menu bar, it is possible to access to all the menu and sub-menu functions; in
particular the menus Login, Monitor, Config, Report, Maps, System, Cashier and Language
- ref. Fig. 3.2. The language menu can select the language of the user interface.

The menu bars and the sub-menus are described in the next paragraphs.
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Fig. 3.2. Menu bar - Language

The Monitor menu allows to access to a page where the last event is shown so to have the
possibility to monitor each log. In this page manual commands are available to activate the two
relay outputs (the first used to switch Red / Green the traffic light and the second to Open / Close
the barrier). Refer to Fig. 3.3a.

Fig. 3.3a. Monitor

The lower part of the Monitor menu shows how to launch a query on the Database using the
Plate number and / or the Entry PIN - see also chapter 4. The surveillance operator has the
possibility to verify the entrance in the Car Park and the exit from the Car Park using the provided
buttons. When authorized, the operator can force the exit of a vehicle by clicking on the relevant
button.

The second command of the Monitor menu is Synoptics: the purpose of this web page is similar
to the monitor page but showing all the gates IN / OUT of the parking. Only the open barrier
command is possible in the synoptics page - see Fig. 3.3b.
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Fig. 3.3b. Synoptics

The Config menu is divided in two sub-menus: config tables and config holidays. The tables
are used for the proper IMS PARK configuration and setting: through this menu is possible to
configure Rates, Parks, Codes, Users, Group, Scheds, Gates and Areas.

These tables are fully described in the paragraphs from 3.2.1 to 3.2.8 (see Fig. 3.4).

Fig. 3.4. Config menu

The Report menu allows the access to a query page on the data-base (see paragraph 3.3); the
System menu - divided in backup, upload, restore, set time and set site - is described at
paragraph 3.4 (see Fig. 3.5).

Fig. 3.5. System menu

At the end, the Cashier menu allows the payment procedure for a manned cash - see par. 3.5.
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3.2 Config menu

3.2.1 Tab Gates

In the ISM system, the Gates are the different access points that represent the entry or exit lanes
controlled by the SBC-210 CPUs. In a Parking application, at least an entry gate, an exit gate and a
Server must be present - see Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.6. TAB Gates

Using the commands “Edit” and “Add” (respectively represented by the pencil icon and by the
symbol “+”) it is possible to enter in the setup mode; the command “Delete” (trash basket icon) is
available to delete the selected gate (a delete confirmation is required).

Generally the control CPU manages the user identification, the access rights verification, the field
peripherals control. In the ISM PARK application, the user identification is made through the
automatic number plate recognition: for this reason close to the server IP address it must be also
defined the camera IP address (IP camera locally linked to the access CPU).

Each access point must be identified by a name (Gate field) and by a string (Description field)
that, extensively, makes understandable the access point identity.

The fields Map (with the relevant coordinates) and Picture are applicable only in case the graphic
maps have been defined to describe the site.

The fields coming from and going to are used to define the access logic to a site. In general an
access control system has the entrance into an area defined as an exit from another area - the
parent / child tree logic has to be adopted. With a tree logic, starting from a public area, it is
possible to define even complex systems with nested areas one to another: for example it is
possible to achieve information on the occupancy of each area or sub-area.

The fields coming from and going to must be defined and have the default values: outside and
inside. Note that the fields marked with a “*” must be filled. See Fig. 3.7.

TIP.

The OCR% parameter influences the number plate recognition in the access control. Setting this
parameter to 100% means that the system will only accept a full number plate recognition, without
any mistake, among the white list of authorized number plates. Decreasing this value implies that an
error in the OCR algorithm can be accepted, to compensate dirty number plates or poor illumination
conditions, etc. For example the value 85 in the field OCR% means it is acceptable an error of one
character (letter or number) out of seven in any position of the plate.
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The button Save allows to save the changes in the Server, while the button Cancel doesn’t store
any change.

Fig. 3.7. TAB Gates - edit

3.2.2 Tab Scheds

The schedules can be defined in the Tab Scheds - see Fig. 3.8. - where the list of available
schedules is shown (the default schedules ALWAYS / NEVER have an obvious meaning).

“Edit” and “Add” commands are represented by a pencil icon and by the “+” symbol: the latter
command allows the editing of a new schedule. The command “Delete” (trash basket icon) deletes
the selected schedule (a delete confirmation is required).

Fig. 3.8. TAB Scheds

It is mandatory give an unique name to the schedule, while the field Description is a mnemonic
string where to set further information - see Fig. 3.9.

The schedule is represented by 96 slots, colored in red, each representing 15 minutes of time in
the same day. Each day has an yellow label at the beginning of the row (HOL means holiday).

A red slot means access denied to the users whose access rights are not set for that day and for
that time interval. To modify the content of a time slot, click on it to modify the color in green
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(access granted) or click on a slot and drag with the mouse toward the final slot to set a time
range. The time value associated to the slot where the mouse is pointing to, is shown below the
graphic table (in the Fig. 3.9 from 19:45 to 20:00).

To copy the time schedule from a day to another, double click on the yellow label of the day to
copy and then click once on the label of the day where to paste the same settings.

The button Save allows to save the changes in the Server, while the button Cancel doesn’t store
any change.

Fig. 3.9. TAB Scheds - new

3.2.3 Tab Groups

In a ISM system Groups are users having the same access rights - of course with different
credentials. An user group is linked to a single schedule. Typically, “PAY GUEST” is a Group of
occasional users who apply for a parking fee; “FREE GUEST” is a Group of users who subscribed to
the service. Two user groups are present by default - FULL ACCESS (linked to the schedule
ALWAYS) and NO ACCESS (linked to NEVER) - see Fig. 3.10.
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Fig. 3.10. TAB Groups

“Edit” and “Add” commands are represented by a pencil icon and by the “+” symbol: the latter
command allows the editing of a new schedule. The command “Delete” (trash basket icon) deletes
the selected group (a delete confirmation is required).

Each user group is defined by an unique name and can be completed by a Description - see Fig.
3.11. The user group must be linked to only one schedule.

Fig. 3.11. TAB Groups - edit

The button Save allows to save the changes in the Server, while the button Cancel doesn’t store
any change.

3.2.4 Tab Users

The Tab Users shows the users list in the ISM data-base - Fig. 3.12.
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Fig. 3.12. TAB Users

Each user is associated to a User Group (and then to a parking fee and a schedule) and can have
acces rights according to a time validity (valid from ... valid until ...).

“Edit” and “Add” commands are represented by a pencil icon and by the “+” symbol: the latter
command allows the editing of a new schedule. The command “Delete” (trash basket icon) deletes
the selected user (a delete confirmation is required - see Fig. 3.13).

Fig. 3.13. TAB Users - delete confirm

Right of the field Description (a free text) it must be specified which User Group the user belongs
to, while below the description, the credentials of the user can be defined: it is then possible to
define which ID the user will adopt for the access - a PIN, an RFID identifier or a Number Plate.
Being the ISM PARK system based on Number Plate recognition, the buttons Add, Change, Del
are used - respectively - to add, modify or delete the ID associated to this user. Once added, the
Number Plate is listed in the allowed IDs box window of the user - see Fig. 3.14.

TIP.

Each user can have more than one ID to be used while accessing to the ISM system. For example he
can have an ID list with two Number Plates, one RFID ID and one PIN code - these latter codes used
while accessing by foot to a building close to the car park.
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Fig. 3.14. TAB Users - edit

An user can have a time-limited access right, for example a month or a period of time between
two dates (Valid from ... Valid until ...). This can be the case of a “monthly subscription” or the
access to an Hotel Parking for the residence time of the guest.

The starting date must be selected within the calendar box appearing after having clicked on the
icon at the side of the Valid from field; the same must be done for the Valid until field. See Fig.
3.15.

Note that below the calendar, a clock icon is present (both in case of the Valid from field and the
Valid until field): clicking on this icon it is possible to set the time (hour and minute) within the
specified date - see Fig. 3.16.
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Fig. 3.15. TAB Users - validity by date

Fig. 3.16. TAB Users - validity by time

The fields below the ID list box, define the fiscal data of the user in order to issue the invoice
against the payment of the subscription. Note that email field - if specified - allows the user to
proceed to a self-payment through a web link for the subscription time extension.
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The field credit gives the amount paid by the user and not yet used for the parking services: this
amount can be also used in case of payment that decrements the amount at each access.

The check box Blocking out gives the possibility to the user to exit even in case his credit is zero
- the software will warn the system administrator and the user through an email. The last two
check boxes (Park pin IN and Park pin OUT) gives the user the possibility to enter and exit the
parking using its PIN code (when defined).

Note that the password and level fields can be used in case the user has the right to access the
softaware for the programming or the use of some of the software pages. By default an user has a
level specified as “customer” and doesn’t require a password: the user cannot access to the ISM
software in no way.

The other two possible level options are (see Fig. 3.17):

 operator (operator of the ISM system, with no administrator rights - then able to access to
some pages of the software and not able to enter the parking setup pages, for example the
gates or the schedule setup);

 admin (system administrator with full access rights to any page of the software).

Fig. 3.17. TAB Users - level

The button Save allows to save the changes in the Server, while the button Cancel doesn’t store
any change.

3.2.5 Tab Codes

The Tab Codes lists the access codes valid for the site - see Fig. 3.18.

Fig. 3.18. TAB Codes
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This Tab lists all the codes present in the system data-base - identifiers that can be vehicles
number plates, PIN or RFID codes (field Type). After each code, the list shows the user name and
the status (active or non-active).

The Search field is useful to search for a data within the data-base - see Fig. 3.19.

Fig. 3.19. TAB Codes - Search

As soon as characters are typed into the search field, the list shows only the records that are in
match with these characters. This function, useful to search for data in a large data-base, allows
to immediately locate a number plate or a code and to verify its status.

In case a sorting on a specific field is required, it is possible to use the icon at the left of each field
name: the ˄ character allows an ascending sorting, while the character ˅ allows a descending
sorting. For example, refer to Fig. 3.20 where the tab is sorted on the ID field in ascending order.

Fig. 3.20. TAB Codes - Ascending Sort on ID field

3.2.6 Tab Parks

The Tab Parks is specifically designed for a parking system and lists all the logs relevant to a
parking area - see Fig. 3.21.

In particular per each User the table shows the check in date / time, the Pin created by the
system, the check out date / time, if an amount has been paid or not (in cent of EUR).
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Fig. 3.21. TAB Parks

The “Edit” command is represented by a pencil icon while “Delete” has a trash basket icon. The
camera icon represents the snapshot of the event.

If “Edit” is pressed, the web page shown in Fig. 3.22 will appear.

Fig. 3.22. TAB Parks - Edit

In the “Edit” page is possible to have further details of the specific event; note that from this page
is also possible to access the snapshot of the log (see Fig. 3.23).
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Fig. 3.23. TAB Parks - Snapshot

Clicking on the snapshot, it is possible to return to the previous web page.

In the Parks web page, by clicking the top right icon, it is possible to select which are the columns
to show in the list - ref. Fig. 3.24.

Fig. 3.24. TAB Parks - other commands
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3.2.7 Tab Rates

Also the Tab Rates is specifically designed for a parking system and is the web page where it is
possible to define the parking fees - see Fig. 3.25.

Fig. 3.25. TAB Rates

“Edit” and “Add” commands are represented by a pencil icon and by the “+” symbol: the latter
command allows the editing of a new parking fee to be associated to an User Group. The
command “Delete” (trash basket icon) deletes the selected row (a delete confirmation is required).

The edit of a parking rate is shown on Fig. 3.26.

Fig. 3.26. TAB Rates - edit

After having identified the parking rate with an unique name and a free text description, the fields
available in the web page are:

 Pay Mode - typically a payment before exit is requested by the parking systems;

 Grace Time (min) - it is the maximum time allowed for a free parking: after the grace time,
the minimum fare applies;

 Minimum Fare (cent) - it is the minimum applicable tariff after the Grace Time;
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 Max fare/day (cent) - it is the maximum tariff applicable for the daily parking;

 Fare/hour (cent) - it is the hourly tariff that can be used in any cell of the matrix
DAY/HOUR shown in the web page.

In the matrix, a green slot means free parking, while a red slot means a tariff will apply: clicking
on a slot, the value specified in the field “Fare/hour (cent)” will be copied in this slot. If many slots
must have the same value, click on the first slot and drag & drop with the mouse up to another
slot to set a range.

To copy the setting of one day to another day, double click on the first and click on the second to
paste the same settings.

At the end of this web page, a test function is available: if a tariff must be calculated to check if
the fares are correctly defined, select the date/time of entrance and the date/time of exit and then
click on the button Test Amount (cent): the result of the parking cost will be shown.

The button Save allows to save the changes in the Server, while the button Cancel doesn’t store
any change.

3.2.8 Holidays

Holidays are specified selecting Holidays in the Config menu - see Fig. 3.27.

Fig. 3.27. Holidays

Holidays are special days that can have specific tariff settings. Choose in the calendar any date
that is considered holiday and then click on the button “Save”; remember to click on the check box
“every year” if the holiday is the same date every year (for example, 1st May).
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3.3 Report

From the menu bar it is possible to select the function Report: this shows the list of logs as
shown in Fig. 3.28.

Fig. 3.28. Report

In the field “Start date” choose the beginning date of the log selection, while in the field “End
date” choose the end date of the period selection. Then select the Gate for which the log report is
requested and click on the button Select.

Note that both fields “start date” and “end date” allow also the time selection.

The table shows all the logs relevant to the selected gate and within the defined time window.

3.4 System

The System menu gives access to maintenance tools and utilities like the backup and restore of
the data-base.

3.4.1 Backup

The Backup function is shown in Fig. 3.29.
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Fig. 3.29. System - backup

It is possible to backup the data-base, the ISM APP (software files) and the system: in the latter
case the backup file will contain the system configuration. A backup file name must be specified.

TIP.

Backup is an essential function for an Access Control system since it is able to create copies of the
data and of the system: this means the possibility to transfer the data and the system configuration
from one server to another hardware. It is strongly suggested to frequently backup the data and the
system configuration.

Once the backup file is selected, the software asks for a backup confirmation before starting the
process - see Fig. 3.30.

Fig. 3.30. System - backup confirmation

3.4.2 Restore

The function Restore is the opposite of backup: it is an useful tool after a system crash or when
the system has been moved from a PC to another (see Fig. 3.31).
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Fig. 3.31. System - restore

It must be selected the backup file before starting the restore procedure; it is also necessary to
click on the proper restore button (DB or ISM APP or System restore).

Three more buttons are present in this web page: Restart App, Reboot and Power OFF.

The first button executes a service restart command, while the Reboot is equivalent to a system
shutdown and a following restart. The power OFF is a command to be executed before any
maintenance or technical activity on the hardware: do not cut the power input during the system
running to avoid disk damage or risk of loosing data.

3.4.3 Upload

The Upload function is useful to upload software and firmware updates: with the Add button the
file can be then uploaded in the system using the button Start upload. Once completed, the
upload file can be deleted - see Fig. 3.32.
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Fig. 3.32. System - upload

After an upload it is required a refresh of the browser.

TIP.

The backup is useful for create either data-base and system configuration copies. In case a system
crash happens - when the hardware must be substituted with a new one - the first operation is the
installation of the Linux Operating System: after that, it is possible to restore the system configuration
and the data-base.

3.4.4 Set time

The Set time function gives the browser time to the gate CPU - see Fig. 3.33. This function is
normally used once at the system activation by clicking the “Set time” button.

Fig. 3.33. System - set time
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3.4.5 Set site

The Set site function shows main system parameters, like the IP address where snapshot are
saved and the main parameters of the payment platform - see Fig. 3.34.

Fig. 3.34. System - set site

3.5 Cashier

The Cashier menu is the web page where a payment of the parking use is managed. In case the
manned cash is managed by another PC Client, it is possible to access only to that page without
the possibility to enter in the remaining software pages.

The manned cash terminal can be therefore a PC Client fully dedicated to the tariff calculation and
to the payment management. The web page of the Cashier function is shown in Fig. 3.35.

Fig. 3.35. Cashier
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When an user goes to the manned cash terminal to pay for the parking service, the Number Plate
must be entered in the proper field: with the button Search, the system looks for the log of that
user. It is then displayed the parking time and the relevant fee according to what has been
defined in the TAB Rates, paragraph 3.2.7 (see Fig. 3.36).

Fig. 3.36. Cashier - tariff

The procedure asks then the email and password to Login in the payment area: the person
responsible of the login can recharge his credit amount or can proceed with the payment; the
system creates a Pin for the exit from the parking and the possibility to generate a receipt in PDF
format - see Fig. 3.37.

Fig. 3.37. Cashier - receipt

The same type of payment procedure can be made by the user itself: after entering into the
payment web page of the parking system, he can proceed to the payment of the parking fee using
its smartphone, a web browser and its credit cards. Similarly, the POS terminals of any shop,
restaurant, etc., close to the parking, can accept payments by the users: in this case it is
necessary that the parking management agrees with the POS owners on royalties for the provided
service.
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4 Terminals use

Entry and exit terminals are adopted according to a simple and efficient logic. In this chapter, this
logic is described together with the interaction between the user and the terminal.

4.1 Entry procedure

At the entrance, the user drives his car to the entry lane while the camera and the OCR software
detects the number plate.

If the user has subscribed a time-based season ticket, then the barrier will rise following the CPU
command.

Viceversa, an occasional user stops the vehicle in front of the terminal that shows in the LCD the
messages as per Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1. Entry terminal - confirmation message

The user can see the OCR of his number plate and can detect an OTP that could be used for the
payment. The terminal asks for the confirmation that the user really wants access the parking area
- then accepting the parking area rules normally showed in a separate panel.
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The traffic light switches to green and the barrier rises following the CPU command - see Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Entry terminal - entrance accepted

The transit loop detects the vehicle passage (both for subscribers and for occasional users).

If a vehicle, after the stop in the lane, goes backwards without entering in the parking, the system
generates an error log, the invalidity of the Number Plate and / or OTP and the barrier closure
after a timeout.

A specific management routine updates the available spaces in the car park, information to be
shown in variable message signs or through app notifications.

TIP.

If, for any reasons, the OCR is not capable to read the number plate of the vehicle, the access is
granted through the OTP generated by the software.

4.2 Pay-on-foot procedure

The payment procedure has been described in paragraph 3.5 - the user will pay thanks to its
smartphone or using a POS terminal.

In case an automatic pay-on-foot terminal is available in the parking, the user can autonomously
type the OTP on the terminal keypad, can pay with bank cards or by cash and can get the
payment receipt and the OTP for the exit.
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4.3 Exit procedure

After the payment procedure, the user drives his car to the exit lane while the camera and the
OCR software detects the number plate.

If the user has subscribed a time-based season ticket (and if this subscription is still valid), then
the barrier will rise following the CPU command. The same happens for an occasional user: he
doesn’t stop the vehicle if the OCR correctly recognize his Number Plate.

TIP.

The exit after the payment must be done within a configurable timeout - grace time parameter
defined in the TAB Rates: if the user drives his car to the exit lane after this time, he cannot exit and
an error message is shown on the LCD in order to invite the user for a new payment procedure.

If the OCR algorithm doesn’t recognize correctly the Number Plate either an occasional user and a
subscriber stops the vehicle in front of the exit terminal that shows in the LCD a messages that
invites to enter a valid PIN code.

The subscriber has got a PIN when he signed his season ticket; similarly, the occasional user has
got an OTP at the end of the payment process. In both cases the users have to type in the PIN
code to exit from the car park.

The traffic light switch and the barrier opening and closing are managed as described per the
entry lane.
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5 Monitoring

When an user is logged with the “operator” level (see par. 3.2.4) then the software offers only the
possibility to access to some web pages.

In particular, the ISM software gives to the user the access to the TAB Park and to the Monitor
menu: in the first case, the operator can monitor an event of the parking (entrance / exit time,
payment status, etc.), while in the monitor menu the operator can give help the users, for
example opening the barrier.
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6 Administration tools

The ISM system can be implemented by financial reporting offering a wide level of data analysis in
terms of incomes and cash flow. These reports are described in a dedicated manual.
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7 Add-on

The ISM system is able to integrate additional features.

In a Parking Management system, one of the most important and useful plug-in is the integration,
through a web-service, with the parking guidance system, i.e. with variable message signs
normally used in the parking areas to drive users in selecting a parking area or another,
information today available also through APPs for Android and iOS smartphone.

The ISM system, in particular, it can be integrated with the Park Man-SMacs® system by TECSEN
(www.tecsen.it). Each entry and exit log is transmitted, through the ISM server, on “cloud” to the
Smart City SMacs® platform.

The administrator, authorized to access to the SMacs® Dashboard, can detect, in real-time, the
occupancy status of the monitored parkings and can analyze the usage levels of each area.

For example an user, with the proper APP on his smartphone, can easily obtain information where
parking spaces are available in the whole city: therefore he can drive towards the most convenient
parking area.

Furthermore the access log allows the forecast, on the basis of recorded data, of the occupancy
level of each parking area, reducing the risk of its fully occupancy and granting a better service to
the users.

The Park Man-SMacs® application by TECSEN, briefly described in this section, is part of a wider
traffic management platform, integrating the data coming from traffic lights, weather stations,
traffic sensors of the main city roads, etc., platform for a Smart City project.

Fig. 7.1. TMacs® APP


